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The Spot Release Planner (SRP) is an algorithm previously developed by the authors to
reduce delay and congestion on the airport surface. The algorithm was developed to provide
real time advisories to tower controllers. A Human-in-the-loop (HITL) simulation in April
2010 showed that the SRP reduced the average movement area delay of departure aircraft
by 64%. The SRP is a two-stage algorithm that considers runway scheduling in the first
stage, and the rest of the ground movement, such as gate pushback and spot release, in the
second stage. This decomposition of airport surface scheduling into two stages provides
fast computational times and makes the SRP applicable for real-time decision making.
However, the two stages also result in the given scheme being a heuristic for solving the
complicated airport surface scheduling problem; no guarantees on quality of the obtained
solution have been provided. This paper explores the quality of solutions obtained by the
SRP and compares them with the optimal solution for airport surface traffic. Simulations
conducted for the East side of Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) show that
the SRP solutions are within 14s of the optimal solution for a detailed airport surface
planner.

Nomenclature
A
Set of all aircraft
tiu
Time at which aircraft i reaches node u
ziju
Sequencing of aircraft i and j at node u
Ri
Route of aircraft i. Ri = {ui0 , ui1 , ..., uin }
Ei
Set of links in route of aircraft i. Ei = {(ui0 , ui1 ), (ui1 , ui2 ), ..., (uin−1 , uin )}
αi
Earliest available time for aircraft i at the first node on its route
δij
Temporal separation between aircraft i and j when aircraft j is behind i on the taxiway
r
δij
Wake vortex separation between aircraft i and j, when aircraft j is behind aircraft j
TS
Taxi scheduling formulation
SRP 1 SRP Stage 1 formulation
∆
Separation between SRP and T S
Subscript
i, j
Individual aircraft
u, v
Nodes on airport
r
Runway node
s
Spot node
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I.

Introduction

Meeting the projected increase in air traffic demand within the National Airspace System (NAS) requires
improvements in all areas of air traffic management. Airports, being the origin or destination of the air traffic
network, encounter some of the highest traffic density in the NAS. During peak periods at major airports,
capacity limitations on the airport surface area create bottlenecks and cause delays to both departures and
arrivals. This congestion effect and associated delays persist for a significant part of the peak period, and
often restrict an airport’s throughput by hampering runway operations. Throughput may be augmented by
constructing additional facilities such as runways or taxiways. However, the practical difficulties involved
in airport expansion, both geographic and monetary, introduce the need for decision support tools that
optimize the use of current airport infrastructure.
Research has been conducted in the United States and Europe in the area of airport surface traffic
planning. Various optimization techniques have been used to reduce taxi delays and fuel emissions for surface
traffic.1–16 In the majority of airports in the United States, airlines control the ramp area (non-movement
area), while the FAA Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) controls traffic on taxiways and runways (movement
area). Typically, airlines push-back an aircraft from its gate as soon as the aircraft is ready and during peak
periods, the uncoordinated push-backs result in taxiway congestion and large runway queues. Moreover,
operational constraints at the runways, such as Miles-InTrail (MIT) restriction over certain departure fixes
and Expected Departure Clearance Time (EDCT) for some aircraft, can cause additional delays. Idris et al.1
observed that a majority of airport surface delay was incurred at the runways. Although optimal runway
scheduling2–6 may alleviate some of the surface congestion, the cause of long queues at the runways is the
absence of a gate or spota metering policy. In recent years, a number of human-in-the-loop simulations7 and
field trials8–10 have assessed the impact of various departure metering concepts. Although these trials have
shown significant reductions in taxi delays and fuel emissions, most of the implemented departure metering
schemes are based on heuristics with little quantification of the solution quality. Comparing the obtained
solution with the optimal throughput or delay would help identify additional benefits which could potentially
be obtained.
In the human-in-the-loop simulations,7 the Spot Release Planner11 (SRP) was used to advise the Ground
Controller (GC) on the spot release times for the aircraft. The purpose of the advisories was to achieve
a small queue at the runway, improve throughput and reduce taxi delays. In this paper, we compare the
solution obtained by the SRP with the optimal throughput solution for complete airport surface traffic and
provide a method to quantify the quality of the solution by measuring the gap (difference) from the optimal
solution.
The content of the paper is organized as follows: An overview of the two algorithms, the detailed airport
surface planner and SRP is provided in section II. The methodology used to compare the SRP solution with
the solution to the detailed airport planner is presented in section III. Details of simulation performed for
East side operations at the Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) are provided in section IV.

II.

Background

Existing literature primarily focuses on developing optimal solutions for operations of aircraft on the
airport surface, including ramp area, taxiways, and runways. Two algorithms applicable for generating
advisories for Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) controllers at DFW are the Taxi Scheduler and the Spot
Release Planner. They are described in sections II.A and II.B respectively.
II.A.

Taxi Scheduling – Detailed Airport Surface Planner

The taxi scheduling problem finds the optimal times for the aircraft to leave the control point and to reach
different points (nodes) along its route. It is important that aircraft maintain required separations at all
times while moving. There are many variants of the taxi scheduling problem12–16 – the exact problem
description and solution technique depends on the requirements of the airport being modeled. For our
comparative analysis between schedulers, the selected taxi scheduler should model the airport surface traffic
at DFWb accurately. Variants of the taxi scheduling problem have considered pre-determined routes for the
a Spots are physical locations at the airport where the control of a departure aircraft transfers from the ramp controller to
the ATCT ground controller.
b East-side DFW operations with a south flow configuration.
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aircraft,12, 13 or have chosen the route from a set of predefined routes.14–16 DFW has a structured taxiway
system and has predefined routes similar to the highlighted routes shown in Figure 1. Moreover, since the
taxi scheduler should represent the complete airport surface traffic it should consider the runway as part of
an aircraft’s route and should incorporate the required safety separations at the runway(s) and taxiways.

Figure 1. East-side DFW: routes under south flow configuration (arrivals: green, departures: blue).

A taxiway model based on a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) formulation was developed by
Smeltink, et al.12 They model the taxiways at Amsterdam Schiphol Airport as a directed graph (network
of links and nodes). The sequencing constraints are modeled using two binary variables, yiju and ziju .
Variable yiju equals 1 if aircraft i visits node u immediately before aircraft j does and equals 0 otherwise.
Variable ziju equals 1 if aircraft i visits node u before aircraft j does and equals 0 otherwise. Variable yiju
is only used to support the sequencing model provided by using ziju . The required times for aircraft at
the nodes are modeled as continuous variables. This model incorporates various taxiway conflicts, such as
overtaking constraints, head-on constraints, merging constraints, and separation constraints between a pair
of aircraft on taxiway and runways. Smeltink, et al. analyzed the optimal taxi schedules of different problem
instances, and observed that very low taxi speeds rarely occur – most of the time aircraft taxied at their
maximum speed or at the maximum speed of a slower aircraft in front of them. Based on this observation,
they concluded that minimal speed can be introduced in the model, and if chosen low enough it does not
affect the optimal schedule. The minimum speed restriction imposes stricter bounds on variables and thus
reduces computation time. Rathinam, et al.13 simplified Smeltink’s taxi scheduling model by removing the
variable yiju and adding additional minimum separation requirements.
In this paper, we use a simplified Smeltink model that uses the variable ziju and does not use the variable
yiju . The formulation used in this paper is similar to the model given in Rathinam, et al.;13 however we do
not use the additional separation requirements and keep both the lower and upper bounds on travel time on
a given link.
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The simplified Smeltink model for taxi scheduling is given below. Let A denote the set of all aircraft,
with i, j denoting individual aircraft. u, v represent nodes on the airport and r denotes the runway node.
Let Ri = {ui0 , ui1 , ..., uin } be the pre-determined route for the ith aircraft with ui0 , ui1 , ... being the nodes
along its route. If the ith aircraft is a departure, then ui0 is a spot node and uin is the runway node. If the
ith aircraft is an arrival, then ui0 is the runway node and uin is the spot node. Let Ei be the set of links
that defines the route for the ith aircraft with Ei = {(ui0 , ui1 ), (ui1 , ui2 ), ..., (uin−1 , uin )}. αi is the earliest
time the ith aircraft is available at the first node. The decision variables are the binary sequencing variables
ziju and the continuous variable tiu . tiu denotes the time aircraft i reaches node u.
The following is the formulation for the taxi scheduling problem and will henceforth be referred to as
T S.
Formulation T S:
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min

Γ := max tir

(1)

i∈A

∀i, j ∈ A, ∀u ∈ Ri ∩ Rj

(2)

ziju = zijv

∀i, j ∈ A, ∀(u, v) ∈ Ei ∩ Ej

(3)

ziju = zijv

∀(u, v) ∈ Ei and (v, u) ∈ Ej

(4)

∀i, j ∈ A, ∀u ∈ Ri ∩ Rj

(5)

∀i, j ∈ A

(6)

∀i ∈ A, ∀(u, v) ∈ Ei

(7)

tiu0 ≥ αi

∀i ∈ A, ui0 = Ri .f ront()

(8)

ziju ∈ {0, 1}

∀i, j ∈ A, i 6= j, ∀u ∈ Ri ∩ Rj

(9)

ziju + zjiu = 1

ziju (tju − tiu ) ≥ ziju δij
r
zijr δij

zijr (tjr − tir ) ≥
luv
luv
tiu + max ≤ tiv ≤ tiu + min
Viuv
Viuv

tiu ∈ R

+

∀i ∈ A, u ∈ Ri

(10)

• Eq. (1) specifies the objective function for maximizing the throughput, which is equivalent to minimizing the time when the last aircraft uses the runway. The runway usage time tir is the time when
an aircraft starts take-off roll (if i is a departure), or starts crossing the departure runway (if i is an
arrival).
• Eq. (2) provides the linear ordering constraints, i.e., given any two aircraft, one always leads the other
at a common node u on their route. Eq. (3) prevents aircraft from overtaking each other on a common
segment along their routes.
• Eq. (4) represents the head-on or crossing constraints. This constraint ensures that two aircraft, while
moving in opposite directions, do not cross each other on a common link.
• Eqs. (5) and (6) enforce the required separation between a pair of aircraft on the taxiway and runway,
respectively. δij is the minimum time-based separation between aircraft i and aircraft j when aircraft
r
j is behind aircraft i on the taxiway. Similarly, if aircraft j uses the runway after aircraft i, δij
is the
required wake vortex separation between them (converted to a time-based separation). These quadratic
separation constraints are linearized using big-M formulation.17
min
max
• Eq. (7) provides the timing constraints which arise due to aircraft i having a speed V ∈ [Viuv
, Viuv
]
on link (u, v) on its route. The constraint allows for different speeds based on aircraft type, and link
type.

• Eq. (8) provides the constraints on the time the aircraft can leave the first node. A departure can be
released from the spot only after the spot arrival time, and an arrival can cross an active runway only
after it arrives at the runway.
• Eqs. (9) and (10) define the domain of the decision variables.
Since the formulation T S provides a 4-D surface trajectory (required times at all nodes along the route
including the runway for all aircraft), we refer to it as a detailed airport surface planner, and it provides the
optimal solution for airport surface traffic. As the number of aircraft increases, the computation time of T S
increases significantly, making it unsuitable for use in real-time decision support tools.
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II.B.

Spot Release Planner (SRP)

The SRP algorithm provides advisories to the ATCT controllers. The main idea is to provide spot release
advisories to the ground controller (GC) in order to achieve a small queue at the runway resulting in overall
reduction in movement area taxi times. The GC releases the aircraft from the spot at the advised time and
is responsible for maintaining required separation on the taxiway.
The calculation of the optimal gate/spot release involves a two stage algorithm. In the first stage, an
optimal runway schedule for the set of aircraft (take-off times for departures and crossing times for arrivals)
is generated. For each aircraft, its weight class, and earliest available time at the runway are the main inputs
to the stage 1 algorithm. The earliest available times at the runway are calculated by assuming that aircraft
move with their maximum allowable speed on the taxiway. The optimization problem of this first stage can
be formulated either as a mixed integer linear program or a dynamic program. To aid in our analysis, we
formulate the first stage of SRP as a MILP to match the formulation of T S. We will henceforth call this
formulation SRP 1 .
Formulation SRP 1 :
min

Γ := max tir

(11)

i∈A

∀i, j ∈ A

(12)

∀i, j ∈ A

(13)

∀i ∈ A

(14)

∀i, j ∈ A, i 6= j

(15)

∀i ∈ A

(16)

∀i ∈ arrivals

(17)

∀i ∈ departures

(18)

zijr + zjir = 1
zijr (tjr − tir ) ≥

r
zijr δij

tir ≥ ai
zijr ∈ {0, 1}
tir ∈ R

+

where ai is the earliest available time at the runway and is given by:
ai = αi
= αi +

X

luv

(u,v)∈Ri

max
Viuv

The second stage of the SRP determines optimal times to release aircraft from assigned spots to meet
departure schedules calculated by SRP 1 . For purpose of this paper, we will calculate the spot time using
Eq. (19),
tis = tir − τi ,

∀i ∈ departures

(19)

where τi is the unimpeded taxi time for the ith aircraft.
Similarly, the spot times for the arrivals are calculated using Eq. (20),
∀i ∈ arrivals

tis = tir + τi ,

(20)

The calculation of spot times, tis , in stage 2 does not consider the other aircraft on the airport surface.
Consequently the release of the ith departure at exactly tis could lead to loss of separation on the airport
surface. We assume that local conflicts for departures scheduled to leave the spot within the next few seconds
can be resolved by the GC.

III.

Analytical Results

The two stage SRP algorithm provides spot and runway-use times for the surface aircraft. The first stage
of SRP (the runway scheduler) can be solved using the MILP formulation SRP 1 . It can also be efficiently
solved using a dynamic program4, 13 or heuristics.2 This provides an advantage over the taxi scheduler T S
that has significantly higher computation times. However, the calculation of spot times tis in stage 2 does
not consider the other aircraft on the airport surface, so the release of the aircraft at exactly tis could cause
conflict on the airport surface. By contrast, T S provides the time along all nodes for the aircraft and ensures
that the times do not lead to separation loss. In the human-in-the-loop simulations7 that used SRP, GC
managed to release the aircraft safely without separation loss when they were provided with a 30-second
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window within which they had to release the aircraft. Motivated by this observation, we develop a method
for comparing the two solutions and provide a metric to measure the difference between solutions of SRP
and T S. The details of the analysis are provided next.
Given a surface traffic instance, let Γ∗T S be the optimal throughput value of the T S and Γ∗SRP 1 be the
optimal throughput of the corresponding SRP 1 . We first make the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Γ∗SRP 1 is a lower bound for Γ∗T S .
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Proof. Consider any feasible solution of T S for the given traffic instance. For each aircraft i a feasible
solution is a sequence of times tiu0 , tiu1 , ..., tiun for the aircraft to be at successive nodes along its route.
Given any such feasible solution for T S, we can construct a feasible solution for SRP 1 as follows: if i is a
departure, then tir = tiun , and if i is an arrival, then tir = tiu0 . Constraint (13) of SRP 1 is satisfied by this
constructed solution since this constraint is the same as constraint (6) of T S. Constraint (14) of SRP 1 is
similarly satisfied due to constraint (7) of T S. Additionally, since T S and SRP 1 have the same objective
function, Γ∗SRP 1 will not exceed Γ∗T S .
∗

∗

∗

SRP
Let (tSRP
, zijr
) be an optimal solution for stage 1 of the SRP, and let tSRP
be the corresponding
ir
is
solution from stage 2 of SRP. If we fix the corresponding variables in T S at the values obtained from SRP,
T S may be infeasible because the solution may violate constraints (3), (4) and (5). However it may be
∗
possible to obtain a feasible solution for T S by perturbing tSRP
.
is
∗
SRP ∗
, zijr
) and
In our analysis we use the solution obtained at the runway from stage 1 of the SRP (tSRP
ir
fix the corresponding variables in T S. We then constrain the spot time in T S using
∗

∗

tSRP
− ∆ ≤ tiu0 ≤ tSRP
+∆
is
is

∀i ∈ departures

Similar constraints are put on arrivals for the spot entry times. We refer to formulation T S with these
additional constraints as T S constrained . A feasible solution of T S constrained is also be a feasible solution of
T S. The optimal value of T S constrained is also an upper bound on the optimal value of Γ∗T S .
Definition 2. For a given ∆, if T S constrained is feasible, then the solution obtained by the SRP is said to
be within ∆ of the optimal detailed airport surface solution (T S).
Proposition 3. If T S constrained is feasible, then Γ∗SRP 1 is the optimal value of T S.
Proof. From Proposition 1, Γ∗SRP 1 ≤ Γ∗T S . If T S constrained is feasible, then the value of its objective function
∗
will be maxi∈A tSRP
= Γ∗SRP 1 . Since any feasible solution of T S constrained is a feasible solution of T S, it
ir
follows that Γ∗SRP 1 = Γ∗T S .
The time duration ∆ can thus be used as a metric to measure the difference between solutions of SRP
and T S. By using ∆ as the objective for T S constrained we can calculate the minimum separation between
solutions of SRP and T S. The formulation T S constrained , thus modified, is given below:
min

∆

(21)
∀i, j ∈ A, ∀u ∈ Ri ∩ Rj

(22)

ziju = zijv

∀i, j ∈ A, ∀(u, v) ∈ Ri ∩ Rj

(23)

ziju = zijv

∀(u, v) ∈ Ri and (v, u) ∈ Rj

(24)

∀i, j ∈ A, ∀u ∈ Ri ∩ Rj

(25)

∀i, j ∈ A

(26)

∀i ∈ A, ∀(u, v) ∈ Ri

(27)

∀i ∈ A, ui0 = Ri .f ront()

(28)

∀i ∈ A

(29)

+∆

∀i ∈ arrivals

(30)

+∆

∀i ∈ departures

(31)

∀i, j ∈ A, i 6= j, ∀u ∈ Ri ∩ Rj

(32)

∀i ∈ A, u ∈ Ri

(33)

ziju + zjiu = 1

ziju (tju − tiu ) ≥ ziju δij
r
zijr δij

zijr (tjr − tir ) ≥
luv
luv
tiu + max ≤ tiv ≤ tiu + min
Viuv
Viuv
tiu0 ≥ αi
∗

tSRP
−
is
∗
tSRP
is

−

∗
tir = tSRP
ir
∗
∆ ≤tiun ≤ tSRP
is
∗
∆ ≤tiu0 ≤ tSRP
is

ziju ∈ {0, 1}
tiu ∈ R

+
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IV.

Simulation Results

In the previous section, we defined ∆ as a measure of how far the SRP solution is from the optimal
throughput solution. We also provided a formulation (Eqs. (21)-(33)) to calculate the minimum ∆ for a
given airport geometry and traffic scenario. Although the value of ∆ would vary with airport geometry and
traffic level, for a particular airport it may be possible to empirically calculate a maximum value of ∆ over
varying traffic levels. The rest of the section provides details of the Monte-Carlo simulation conducted to
study the effect of traffic density on the value of ∆, and calculate the maximum separation between SRP
and T S.
In our simulation, we considered only the East side of the DFW airport operating in South Flow configuration (see Fig. 1). Of the 29 spots on East side of DFW we used only 24 spots, 12 for arrivals and 12
for departures. The airport surface is modeled as a directed graph. Departures originated at the spots, and
depending on the spot and fix, they were assigned one of the three standard routes (Inner, Outer and Full
Length) to the departure runway (17R). Runways 17C and 17L were used for arrivals. Arrivals on 17C took
one of the four exits (M3, M4, M6, M7), depending on the spot they were going to. Similarly arrivals on
17L crossed 17R at ER. After crossing 17R, the arrivals taxied to the respective spots using pre-determined
routes.
Simulations were carried out for traffic levels ranging from 20-44 aircraft, scheduled within 15 minutes.
The traffic scenario levels were increased by increments of 2 aircraft for a total of 13 different levels. In
each traffic level there were an equal number of arrivals and departures. Eighty percent of the arrivals were
assigned to land on 17C, and 20% on 17L. The earliest available time to the crossings at 17R was one of the
random parameters, and they were uniformly distributed between 0-900 seconds. Similarly, the spot arrival
time for departures (αi ) were uniformly distributed in 0-900 seconds. The aircraft were randomly assigned
a spot. Eighty percent of the aircraft were of weight-class Large, 10% were of class Heavy and 10% were
B75x. The wake-vortex separation between two departures are given in Table 1. Arrivals can cross 17R 40s
after a departure and take 21 seconds to clear the runway. If two arrivals cross the runway consecutively,
the temporal separation between them is 5s if they are at different crossings, or 20s if they are at the same
crossing.

Large
Heavy
B-75x

Large

Heavy

B-75x

61
61
61

109
90
109

91
91
91

Table 1. Wake vortex separation (in seconds) for departure aircraft.

For each traffic level, 1000 random scenarios were generated. The SRP algorithm was applied to each
scenario and then the modified T S constrained was solved for minimum ∆ between SRP and T S. Figure 2
provides the spread of ∆ for each traffic level: the x-axis shows the different traffic level and the y-axis shows
the value of six different statistical properties of ∆ as follows:
• The bottom and top of the box are the 25th and 75th percentile.
• The band within the box is the median.
• The end of the whiskers depict the 10th and 90th percentile.
• The mean is shown using the marker inside the box.
Under low traffic density (20-22 aircraft in 15 minutes), the SRP solutions for 25% of the scenario (1st
quartile) are the optimal solution for T S. With increasing traffic levels, SRP solutions for lesser percentage
of scenarios are feasible solutions for T S. As the traffic density increases, the spread of ∆ gets smaller and
all six statistical measures appear to increase and then level-off with increasing traffic levels. Even in very
high traffic scenarios, the SRP solutions for 90% of the scenarios are within 7s of the optimal solution for
T S. Figure 3 plots the maximum recorded value of ∆ for each traffic level. The maximum value for all
traffic levels is observed to be below 14s. For no case was T S constrained infeasible.
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Figure 2. Statistical summary of ∆ for varying traffic levels. The 10th , 25th , 50th , 75th , 90th percentiles and mean for each
traffic level are shown.
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Figure 3. East-side DFW: routes under south flow configuration.

V.

Conclusion

This paper is a comparative study of two previously developed algorithms for airport surface traffic,
one being the detailed airport surface planner (Formulation T S) and the other being a two stage heuristic
SRP. A method to compare the solutions of the two formulations is developed, and a metric to measure the
difference between solutions of SRP and T S is defined.
The value of ∆, metric for the quality of solution of SRP, is expected to be dependent on airport
geometry and traffic scenario. In this paper a Monte-Carlo simulation was conducted for the East side of
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) with varying traffic levels, and it was shown that SRP
solutions are always within 14s of the optimal solution for the detailed airport surface planner. For 90%
of the scenarios under all traffic levels, allowing up to 7s variation in SRP calculated spot times, results in
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an optimal solution for the T S. Moreover, in all 13000 scenarios tested, the objective value (throughput)
obtained by SRP is the optimal throughput for the T S.
The method developed in this paper will next be applied to other airports and the maximum value of ∆
for different airports will be empirically calculated. Given the fast computation times of SRP,11 if the value
of ∆ is less than some pre-specified value then SRP is an efficient heuristic for detailed airport surface traffic
planning. The pre-specified limit for ∆ could be based on numerous factors, including, but not limited to,
human interaction aspects of the system and uncertainties in surface operations.
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